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This is being recorded. Our webinars are all
recorded for future reference and placed
into our Resources: Events & Webinars
section of the Neon One website with
slides and transcript. It’ll be there
tomorrow at the latest!

We will be taking questions. We want this
to be an actionable resource for your
organization, so please use the Q&A!
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We’ll focus on practical usage. We will dive
into Neon CRM functionality and discuss
best practices for data entry and data
structure to maximize your Neon CRM
system usage.

We have tons of resources for you. In the
deck (which you will receive a copy of!), and
follow-up resources for you about data
maintenance.

What will we be learning about today?
●

Tips & Suggestions for planning your database cleanup project

●

Decluttering

●

●

○

Managing ﬁelds and lists, especially “Type” and custom ﬁelds

○

Using relationship links in CRM

Tidying up
○

Data Appending and cleanup tools

○

Cleaning up incomplete transactions

○

Managing duplicates

○

Removing old, inactive accounts, both constituents and users

Clean and sharpen your tools for the next year
○

Prepare your reports, dashboard, lists, and account views

Planning & Strategy for your Cleaning Project
●

Spend 10 minutes to make a plan and timeline

●

Gather your cleaning supplies!
○ Can you recruit any help?
○ Do you have the tools you need?
○ Safety ﬁrst! Export/backup data before any bulk changes

●

Block off time for cleaning
○ Bite-size pieces can be easier than dedicating whole days to
cleaning (100 duplicates to merge? Maybe try 10 a day for 10
days?)
○ Timing your cleaning to ﬁt your organization’s calendar

●

Prioritize your tasks
○ Don’t bite off more cleaning work than you can chew
○ If you receive CRM requests from teammates, consider
setting up an inbox / prioritization system

Questions to ask

●

What data do you need in order to accurately communicate
with every constituent in your database?

●

How do you need to report on your data?

●

Is this data you’re tracking right now useful to you?

●

Do you have a million ﬁelds or tags that no one uses anymore?

●

If you pull a Mailing Report right now, would it be ready for
your mail merge?

Let’s Marie Kondo this database! Time to declutter.
Does this data spark joy serve our mission?
●

Review your Individual/Company Type lists, Custom Fields, and
Standard list ﬁelds
○ Is each Type and Field being used?
○ Are any of the Types out-of-date or difﬁcult to upkeep?
○ Are the Types helping you work with your accounts better
and accurately segment communications?
○ Are there pain points with these lists (talk to your team)?

●

How to declutter
○ Delete or Inactivate ﬁeld options
○ Consolidate ﬁeld lists
○ Batch Update Tool for bigger jobs

●

Review your organization’s use of CRM relationships

Tidying up!
●

Data Appending Options

●

Cleaning the Incomplete Transactions list

●

Managing duplicates
○ Account Match tool
○ Partial Match Queue
○ Duplicate Scans & Scheduling

●

Removing old, inactive accounts
○
○

System User List
Bulk Edit/Delete Tool

Ongoing data appends / Neon One Integration partners

Windfall for
Wealth Screening

TrueGivers for
NCOA updates

●
●
●

Only send mail to mailable addresses - NCOA
Get notiﬁed about deceased records in a
timely manner
Use individual and household demographics
to tailor the donor experience

●

●
●

Seamless sync to automatically deliver wealth
screening insights directly in your Neon CRM
system
Enables your organization to identify, understand,
and engage with your most promising donors
Windfall provides the industry’s most up-to-date,
consumer ﬁnancial data.

Clean and sharpen your tools (bonus tasks)!
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

Clean up the saved reports list
Update Mission Control
Update your Admin Message
Filter and save your list page views
○ Accounts > Accounts
○ Memberships
○ Fundraising > Donations & Pledges
○ Events > Registrations
Conﬁgure account detail views
Save the BCC & Forwarding addresses as contacts in your email
Update your navigation bar

Further Resources to Dive Into!
Get Started with Windfall
Get Started with TrueGivers
Data Equity in Practice for Nonproﬁts
*On Demand Webinar
How to get your organization (and Data!) ready for migration
* On Demand Webinar
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